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Charlie Asher is a pretty normal guy. A little hapless, somewhat neurotic, sort of a hypochondriac.
He's what's known as a Beta Male: the kind of fellow who makes his way through life by being
careful and constant -- you know, the one who's always there to pick up the pieces when the girl
gets dumped by the bigger/taller/stronger Alpha Male. But Charlie's been lucky. He owns a building
in the heart of San Francisco, and runs a secondhand store with the help of a couple of loyal, if
marginally insane, employees. He's married to a bright and pretty woman who actually loves him for
his normalcy. And she, Rachel, is about to have their first child.Yes, Charlie's doing okay for a Beta.
That is, until the day his daughter, Sophie, is born. Just as Charlie -- exhausted from the birth -turns to go home, he sees a strange man in mint-green golf wear at Rachel's hospital bedside, a
man who claims that no one should be able to see him. But see him Charlie does, and from here on
out, things get really weird. . . . People start dropping dead around him, giant ravens perch on his
building, and it seems that everywhere he goes, a dark presence whispers to him from under the
streets. Strange names start appearing on his nightstand notepad, and before he knows it, those
people end up dead, too. Yup, it seems that Charlie Asher has been recruited for a new job, an
unpleasant but utterly necessary one: Death. It's a dirty job. But hey, somebody's gotta do
it.Christopher Moore, the man whose Lamb served up Jesus' "missing years" (with the funny parts
left in), and whose Fluke found the deep humor in whale researchers' lives, now shines his comic
light on the undiscovered country we all eventually explore -- death and dying -- and the results are
hilarious, heartwarming, and a hell of a lot of fun. --This text refers to the Paperback edition.
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I tell you how much of a Moore junky I am - although I am just now in England, and thus cannot
easily get a hard copy of "Dirty Job," I downloaded the audiobook for this because I
just...couldn't...wait. There should be a support group for people like me, people that like to laugh
uncontrollably when reading/listening in public, people who appreciate the fine art of wedding a
raunchy attitude, a comic genius, a knack for REALLY fun secondary characters, and the End of the
Universe As We Know It into a single novel. If you are a fellow junkie, rejoice; Moore is in top form
here (I would place it up with "Lamb" and "Bloodsucking Fiends," but everyone in the group is likely
to have different favorites). If you are compelled to the audiobook, the actor Fisher Stevens does a
dynamite job of reading.In "Dirty Job," Moore returns to his favorite haunt, San Francisco, with a
winsome new hero, Charlie Asher. Following the death of his beloved wife Rachel after the birth of
daughter Sophie, Charlie learns he has become a sort of Death Merchant, responsible for retrieving
the souls of the recently departed from the material objects they most loved. However, various
forces of Darkness would like to get their hands on these things, so Charlie must battle harpies
demons and various other devils, while protecting Sophie from their murderous schemes.That's
about all I'm going to say about the plot. Really, I don't think it's possible to summarize a Moore plot
in a public place without risk of arrest. I will only say that "Dirty Job" contains all the elements of
Moore's unique type of lunacy -(1) the perfect willingness for Guys to be Guys, sex-obsessed and
confounded by women, but fundamentally good guys nevertheless.(2) the dark and supernatural(3)
the happy realization that sex is both fun and hilarious,(4) the deadpan secondary characters (the
goth store cleck Lilly , along with the ex-cop Ray, the wacky widows who babysit Sophie),(5) pure
silliness (the manual for the Death Merchants has an opening chapter...."So Now You're Death.")(6)
less fortunately, a descent into chaos as the plot attempts to reach some conclusion. In "Dirty Job"
this involves the seventh-inning appearance of little 14-inch high creatures made out of animal
skulls, big hams, and chicken feet, and dressed in 18th-century costumes.Moore is not in any sense
politically correct, he is adamant about his women being sex objects, about his ethnic characters
hewing to stereotype in comic fashion (the Chinese babysitter steals every sort of animal for her
stewpot), etc. If that stuff offends you stay WAY the heck away from this.And get your head
examined man. Life is just too short not to laugh this hard.

How often do you think about death, or even more so about your soul? Well what if soul's were

passed from one person to another like hand-me-down jeans? Where would that leave us the
teaming masses of earth? Well Christopher Moore tries to tackle the big questions in his latest book
A Dirty Job.Our not so gifted hero is Charlie Asher, who is a normal guy, or we should say a normal
Beta Male. He has a very active imagination but has lived by flight rather then the fight instinct. He
has a pretty good life, a loving sister, and adoring wife and a little baby on the way; then his world
comes crashing down around him. First his wife dies, and a mysterious man who only Charlie saw
was in her hospital room when she died. He doesn't appear on the security tapes, and no one
recalls seeing him. Then things really start getting weird.Charlie has become a `Death Merchant'
sort of an assistant to Death, or the equivalent of the Salivation Army's Santa's to Santa. He is a
little death, and as such his job is to collect soul objects and pass them on to people without souls.
Which as an owner of a second hand store he is in a good position to do. However he does not get
receive `The Great Big Book of Death' one of his employee's borrows it for her own amusement. So
Charlie does not know what to do, or how to do it but weird things keep happening to him. He keeps
showing up when people are dying and there are items that are glowing a bright red. These were
the soul vessels.But all is not well in the great city of San Francisco, darkness it trying to rise for the
cosmic battle will soon take place between the powers of darkness and the little deaths, before the
rising of the Great Death once again.We have a cast of Characters that would put a Shakespeare
comedy to proud our Falstaff is the Emperor of San Francisco, a man of the street who knows and
care for his city deeply, Charlie's Daughter who is protected by two hellhounds - 400lb dog that eat
toasters and small engines named Mohamed & Alvin these two also love eating soap and shampoo,
Minty Fresh a used music dealer who is over 6 foot tall and always dressed in green. And many
many more.If you have read any of Moore before this one will be even more funny. You go on a
walkabout both above and below the city of San Francisco.
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